Stop Thinking Identity Theft Won’t Happen to You

A New Identity is Stolen Every 2 Seconds¹

On average it will take 330 hours to resolve identity theft issues⁴

Average loss of identity theft victims in 2014 $9,650²

12% of victims have had arrest warrants issued in their names.³

50% of victims say their credit/debit card was negatively impacted.¹

ID Watchdog gives you the insight you need to find out if you are a victim of identity theft.

www.idwatchdog.com 1.866.513.1518

DID YOU KNOW? 2 OUT OF 3 identity fraud victims were also notified data breach victims.¹

Social Media users are TWICE as likely to become a victim of identity theft.¹

Linkedin, Google+, Twitter, and Facebook users had the highest incidence of fraud.

We guarantee that if you become a victim while under our protection, we will resolve any fraud that occurs—100%!
Data breaches are at the top of the list for likely causes of identity theft, affecting 169 million records in 2015.¹

Victims of data breaches are 9.5x more likely to be victims of identity fraud.¹

46% of consumers with breached credit card data became fraud victims.⁵

16% of consumers with exposed SSN became victims of fraud.⁶
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